
 
 
Deconstructing the Bible: Parables  
New Wineskins | Matthew 9:14-17 
 
 
 
 
Intro: The Wesleyan Quadrilateral 
 

1. Scripture: What is your history with the Bible? When were you first introduced to it? 
What role has it played in your life? How familiar is it to you? John Wesley called the 
Scriptures the foundation of how we understand our faith. How does that resonate 
with you? 
 

2. Tradition: What traditions of the church have been most meaningful to you? Do you 
resonate with the traditions of the church, or do you tend to focus on other aspects of 
faith? Why would learning about church traditions be important? 
 

3. Experience: Experiences in our lives can shape our view of God and our view of faith. 
What experiences (either personal or cultural) have impacted how you view 
God/church/faith? Why would be helpful to be aware of our experiences as we 
attempt to grow in our faith? 
 

4. Reason: Loving God with our minds! How has science or information impacted your 
faith? How does rationality impact the way you read the Bible? 

 
 
Content: Diving into the Parable of New Wineskins 
 

5. Jesus doesn’t throw out the disciplines of the Pharisees or the disciples of John the 
Baptist, but he says that now isn’t the right time for his disciples. What does he mean 
that this isn’t the right time? 

 
6. Oftentimes, it is easy for people to put down or throw out what is considered old for 

something new. Why do we so easily do this? When could it be appropriate? 
 

7. When was there a time in your life when you found yourself moving towards something 
new and pushing away from something you had been a part of? 
 

8. How can we remain respectful of something that we have left behind or no longer 
feel adequately identifies with how we understand faith? 
 

9. Jesus emphasizes not only the new wine, but needing new wineskins, a new form. 
What could this look like in the life of the church? Where could this be difficult? How 
could this be done well? 


